
Enlightened Despotism:

● Monarchs who embraced 
the values of the 
Enlightenment 

● Monarchs developed a 
system of government in 
which they ruled according to Enlightenment ideas

● Absolute Monarchs and clergy fought the ideas of the 
Enlightenment



Frederick William I:

● Doubled the size of the army; improves 
efficiency

● Encouraged trade and new industry 

● Strove to maintain a highly efficient 
bureaucracy of civil service workers  
○ A system of government in which most of the 

important decisions are made by state officials rather than by elected representatives

● Primary education for all children



Frederick II the Great:

● Believed his duty was to rule with absolute power in 
order to rebuild Prussia’s strength, loved the military

● Strongly influenced by Voltaire
● Ambitiously tried to establish a 

system of elementary education       
for all Prussian children

● Abolished torture and supported          
most forms of religious tolerance

● Kept Prussia’s serfdom and rigid 
social structure intact 



The Rise of the Austrian Empire:

● Austrian Habsburgs:

○ Emperors rebuilt their empire  
after the Thirty Years War

○ 1740- Emperor Charles VI died 
without male heirs

○ Pragmatic Sanction, 1740-- Allows a female to rule 
Austria 



Maria Theresa, Empress of Austria:

● Inherited a patchwork of territories and many different 
people- she worked to strengthen the power of Austria

● Made improvements in education, medicine, and 
military affairs

● Concerned with welfare of 
peasants 
○ Extended authority of royal 

bureaucracy over that of nobilities to 
help the peasants

● Faced years of war 



Joseph II:

● Embarked upon an 
ambitious reform program

● Eliminated torture and the 
death penalty 

● Provided free food and 
medicine for the poor

● Granted religious tolerance to Protestants and Jews

● Abolished serfdoms



Conflict with Austria:

● War of Austrian Succession: 
○ Frederick the Great attacks Austria to gain Silesia

○ Maria Theresa resists Prussian power but loses 
Silesia

○ Prussia becomes a major power in Europe





Conflict with Austria Cont.:

● Diplomatic Revolution:
○ “Reversal of Alliances” after the war of the Austrian Succession
○ Britain and Prussia; France and Austria becomes allies 

● Seven Years Wars
○ France and Britain fight over colonial empires in India, North 

America, and Europe
○ Austria and Prussia fight over Silesia again
○ Treaty of Paris signed in 1763, France loses North American 

colonies; Prussia keeps Silesia 





Catherine II the Great:

● Drafted the Russian Constitution and a 
code of laws, were considered to liberal 
and were never put into practice

● Wanted to free the serfs but quickly 
realized that she would lose the support  
of the landowners 

● Became a tyrant and imposed more 
serfdoms on Russians than ever before

● Expanded her empire into neighboring countries (Poland)- Pushed 
the borders toward the Black Sea 

● By the end of Catherine’s reign she had vastly enlarged Russia’s size



➔ What is an Enlightened Despot?

➔ Why do you think monarchs used 
Enlightenment ideas to run their country?

➔ Why is Catherine the Great seen as an 
Enlightened Despot and a tyrant? 

Exit-slip:


